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Former lab members

Uri Yanover
email: uri.yanover@gmail.com
Graduate Student

Silviya Tommasin
email: sil.tommasin@gmail.com
Graduate Student

Eran Marom
email: eran.marom@mail.huji.ac.il
Graduate Student

Tal Neiman
email: tal.neiman@mail.huji.ac.il
Graduate Student

Ofri Raviv
email: ofri.raviv@gmail.com
Graduate Student

Hanan Shteingart Read More
email: chanansh@gmail.com
Graduate Student

Gianluigi Mongillo
email: gianluigi.mongillo@univ-paris5.fr
Graduate Student
Learn more about our exciting upcoming events!

Yinnon Dolev  
email: yinnond@gmail.com  
Graduate Student

Ohad Assulin  
email: ohadas@cs.huji.ac.il  
Undergraduate Student

Assif Ziv  
email: assifziv@gmail.com  
Undergraduate Student

Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

Matan Sorek  
email: srmatan@gmail.com  
Undergraduate Student

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences.

Yoni Yalovitsky  
email: yoni.yalovitsky@gmail.com  
Undergraduate Student Project

Neta Ravid  
email: ravidneta@gmail.com  
Undergraduate Student Project

Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC's latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.